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O. Introduction 

In the following ten sections we have tried to give a rather 
complete and sufficiently detailed treatment of the main notions 
and concepts· of functional ~nalysis which are indispensable for a 

. . . 

c~ear understanding of the theory of generalized functions or ~is~ 
tributions. The material is mainly derived from the first chapter 
of Gel I fand and, Sl,'lilov·, , Generalized functions II ( Mos'cow 1958, in 
Russian). The material of the first few introductory sections is 
derived from Kolmogorciv and Fomin, Elements of the theory of functions 
and functional anaiysis (Roch. 1957) and Ljusternik and Sobolew., · 

Elemente der Funktiona lanalysis (Berlin 1955 ,1 in Germ~n) . 
. At a few places we have also consulted A.E. Taylor, Introduction 
to Functional analysis (New York 1957) and the encyclopaedic work 
of Dunford and Schwartz, Line~r operators, vol.I;.(New York 1958). 

The following treatment is written for the general reader. This 
means that he needs no previous knowledge of topology or functional 
analysis, nor need h~ consult the textbooks on the subject. Howeve~, 
those who are not very familiar with the language of f:unctional 
analysis are strongly advised to read the little book of Kolinogorov 
and Fornin whj_ch is a very clearly written introduction .to the sub

ject. 
The topological treatment of gereralizGd func.tions was originally 

given· by L. Schwartz in a very elaborate fashion in his two books· on 
distributions. However, they make hard reading for tl:1e uniriitiatei:f 
who is · not a 11 Bourbakist". On the other hand.j the approach .of Gel' f'and 
and Shilov has made it possible to pre~ent the fol~owing·self-con-

. ta ined treatment which may be followed with out being involved 111 too 
many topological details. The main emphasis is on the eoncept of a 
sequentially normed space which is somewhere between the too general 
linear topological space and the too special linear not>med space. 

A very important special type of sequentially normed space is 
obtained by taking the collection-· of a.11 real functions cp(x) of a 
real: .variable -oo < x < co which a re infinitely differentiable and 
which vanish outside the fix~d interval (-a,a). This space will b~ 
indicated by IC(a)~ In K(a) a sequence of norms is introduced by 

___ T" ______ _____ 

_ ll:ill ·····1!····· ·••-•···· 
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II o/ ( x) l\ '1 = max I cp ( x ) j ., /I cp ( x ) ll 2 = max { I ~ ( x ) j ., l <p 1 ( x) I} 30 •• 3 

ll ra ( x ) I\ = max { l cp( x ) I 
T m 

., lcp!(x)L .. -s lcp(m-1)(x)IJ •... 

Next a suitable topology is introduced which implies that conver

gence to zero of a sequence ~n(x) (n=-1,2., •.. ) means that uniformly 

in (-a.,a) 
, t( ) (m)( ) <fn(x)->-0., <fn x --+0., ..• ) <pn x -,..0 3 •• , 

In this way K(a) becomes a special type of linear topological space 

which does not have. the topology of a Banach space but which has 

many propertiesin common with the latter type of space, 

Generalized functions or distributions of a single real variable 

may be defined as continuous linear functionals (f., f) on the space 

K which is the union of all spaces lC(a) (a-+CD). Many pPoperties of 

generalized functions are reflections of the topological structure 

of the sequentially normed spaces K(a). 

~ince there is a great variety of spaces like K(a) and Kon 

which generalized functions can be definedJ an abstract approach by 

means of functional analysis is of paramount importance. It can be 

said that the concept of sequentially normed spaces and their unions 

covers all important cases. 

The set-up of the treatment given here is as follows. 

Sections 1 and 2 are introductory. In section 1 the definition of a 

linear space is given. In section 2 we consider a topological space 

with a suitable separation axiom. Section 3 on linear topological 

spaces combines t 11e results of the pr>ececling tvw sections. This 

section is of furJdamenta1 impor>tance for the remainder. He note the 

definitionr of boundedness) of a continuous linear operator and a 

continuous 1inear functional. It is shown that the space of all 

continuous linear functiona1s a strong t ology and a weak topology 

can be introduced. In section 4 we cons er a metric space and in 

particular a linear metric space 3 which is a special kind of to

pological space, The most important theorems here arc those of Baire 

(theorem 4.1) and of Banach (theorem 1:-.6). Further in vic11 of later 
y 

applications in section 9 .,sor11eth1ng is said about compactness and a 

proof of the t•jell-lrnovm theorem of Ar>zela-Asco1i is given (theol"em 

4 ,4). In section 5 we cons er the more familiar' normed spaces. Some 

properties are derived from those of a linear topological space and 

a linear metric space by making suitable specializations, It is shown 

that to each continuous linear oper>ator and in particular to each 

... ,_ --w· ..,...~ .,,.~ ... , , 
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continuous linear functional we may associate a norm in which the 

strong topology finds a simple expression. In this section we meet 

.the .. so-cal1ec1 principle of uniform boundedness which is of funda
mental. importapce. The main theorem is that of Banach and Steinhaus 

( theorem 5 .3) .. We note that this principle rests upon Ba ire I s theorem 

of the preceding section. As another important principle we mention 

the theorem of Hahn-Banach (theorem 5,6) on the continuation of a 

c,ontinuous linear functional~ In view of later applications a proof 
' . 

is.given of the representation theorem of Riesz (theorem 5.10) on a 

continuous linear functional on the• space C(0,91) of all continuous 

functions <p'(x)., 0 ~ x ~ 1. In section 6 the definition of a sequential

ly normed space is given and it is shown that a s.n.s. may be con

sidered as a linear metric space with an equivalent topology, This 

fact makes it possible to apply e.g. Baire 1 s theorem which leads to 

the useful lemma of theorem 6.2. Further a proof is given of the 

theoretically impobtant fact that the topology of a s.n.s. is es

sentially different from that of a normed space. The subject is con

tinued in section 7 where in particular the properties of continuous 

linear functionals on a s.n,s. are studied. Many properties are 

either specializations of more, general properties for a linear 

topological space or generalizations of more special properties for 

a normed space. The principle of uniform boundedness appears here 

in the theorems 7.2, 7,4 and 7.7. We note in particular that in the 

conjugate space of a s.n.s. the notions weakly bounded and strongly 

bounded are equivalent. We mention also the important fact (theorem 
7,5) that the conjugate space is complete with respect to weak con

vergence. In this section it is shown by means of Riesz' represen

tation theorem that an explicit form can be obtained for continuous 

linear funct~onals on the space K(a). In sec~ion 8 something is said 

about linear operators mapping a s.n.s. X into a similar one X~ 

Also for continuous linear operators a convergence in the weak sense 

can be introduced. It is shown that the space of continuous linear 
operators T(X---?-X.1") is complete v1ith respect to weak convergence 

(theorem 8.4). In section 9 we discuss perfect spaces, which are 

sequentially normed spaces with compact bounded subsets. Perfect 

spaces enjoy a number of nice properties. Theorem 9.2 says that in 

the conjugate of a perfect space weak and strong convergence are 

equivalent. Further a perfect space is separable (theorem 9,5), In 

the conjugate of a perfect space bounded sets are compact as in the 
Or·icr1°"'al :~c:c;cr, 1 ,-:,-,r·:,:,'; C) .!.J.\ --o l.J --' .. · '-' i. · •. --·•.· •. \..:.,_a~ _/, I_) o 

· · -:- ·' -, "' 11 o 1 - ,_ 1 a ,_ · - t · ~ 7 " . .., •.r ( a ) ·· ~ a ., J.:~ ,_,1_ ND L,n L, lD par J.C U_o L l1. lu 
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perfect space_. The last section does not. contain essentially bew 
featur~s. A tjefinition is given of the union X(w) of a sequ~n;e of 
sequential:J.y normed spaces X(m). The properties of the union are·· 

always redtJ..ced to those of j,ts constituting members. In the union· 
i(~) no special topology is introduced btJ.t we restrict ourselv~s to 

• .. ,' ·-:: ·.·. -- ' . 

the introduction of a weak convergence. As an obvious gener~lization 
of a former result it is shown that the conjugate X(w) 1 is· complete 
with respedt to this (weak) convergence. This section closes with.a 
few remarks op linear operators. 
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1. Linear spaces 

A set X of elements x,y,zJ ... is said to be a linear space if 

the following conditions are satisfied: 

I.Xis an additive Abelian group. 

This means that for any two elements x,y EX there is uniquely defined 

a third element z € X., called their sum and viritten as z=x+y. The ad

dition is commutative and associative, there is a zepo element O 1 ) 

and each element x has an inverse -x. Formally we have the following 

group of axioms: 

I 10 x+y=y+x for each X and y. 

I 20 x+(y+z)=(x+y)+z for each x,y and z . 

I 30 x+O==x for each X~ 

For each X there is a -x such that 

I 40 x+(-x)=O. 

These axioms imply that the zero element is unique. Further fop each 

element the invepse is uniquely determined. 

II. For each element x ~ X and each real number o:. there is uniquely 

defined a second element of X, called the scalar' product and written 

as ax. For the scalar multiplication there are two axioms 

II 1° ci.((d x) = (C\ r-,)x. 

II 2° 1·X = x. 

III. Addition and scalar multiplication are distributive with respect 

to each other. 

III 1° <X (x+y) = e<x+ ex y. 

III 2° (o: +fa)x= cxx+ (3 x. 

From these axioms the following rules can easily be derived. 

( 1 • 1 ) 

( 1 . 2) 

( 1 . 3) 

( 1 )J.) 

(-,]). X::::: -X. 

CZ O - 0 

o: x = O implies 0<'.=0 or x=O. 

The set of all vectors (or points) in Euclidean 3-space forms a special 

case of a linear space. An abstract linear space embodies so many 

features of this particular case that words like vector have been taken 

over into a more general context. Thus a linear space is often called 

a vector space and the elements are called vectors. 
1) The fact that the zero clement of :c and the real number zero are indi

catecl by the same symbol sho-u.ld not cause confusion. 
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In the foregoing it was assumed that the scalars .·.ex, f.;, ••• were 

real numbers. To emphasize this the space is sometimes called a real 

linear space. With the same set of axioms it is possible to define a 

somewhat more general type of linear space for scalars belonging to 

some commutative field. However, we confine ourselves to the two 

fields of real and complex numbers.:i respectively. 

A subset M of X is called a linear man if old. if with x and y any 

linear combination <Xx+ fo y belongs to M. It will be seen at once that 

a. linear manifold is itself a linear space. Therefore it may be called 

a subspace. 
A finite set of vectoi's x 1 ,x2 , ... ,xm is said to be lj_nearly 

dependent ~f tll.ere exists a set of scalars 0'-.1 , 0<. 2 , ... !) °'m' not all 
zero, such that 

( 1. 5) 

If the vectors x 1 ,x2 , ... ,xm are not linearly dependent the relation 

(1.5) would imply Ol.1=0!.. 2= ..• =~.rµ===O._Injthat case the vectors are 
said to be linearly independent~"An infinite set of vectors is called 

linearly independent if every finite subset is linearly independent. 

If X contains n linearly independent vectors but if every set of 

n+1 vectors is.linearly dependent the space Xis said to be finit~ 

dimensional with the dimension n. Otherwise the space is said to be 

in:f.inite dimensional. As· we :sha-11 see the spaces of greatest interest 

for us are infinite dimensional. If X has a finite dimensional sub

space M with the dimension n any set of n linearly independent vectors 

x1 ,x2 , ... ,xn is said to be a base of M. Any element x E. M can be ex
pressed as a linear combination 

( 1 .6) 

A linear operator is.defined as a transformation T which trans

forms the elements x,y, .•. of a linear space X into elements Tx,Ty, ..• 
of a linear space x1 and for which 

· T ( o: x+ f3 y) = 01. Tx + /3 Ty. 

The points x e X., upon which the operator can be applied, constitute 

the domain of T. The points x1 e. X1 which are obtained as x1=Tx con

stitute the ~ange of T. Hence the domain is all of X and the range 

is a part or all of x1 . Obviously the range of Tis a subspace of ~1 . 
If Tx=Ty implies X=Y the operator defines a one-to-one mapping betwee;n · 

two linear spaces so that T has an inverse T-1 . Obviously T-'1 is als; 
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linear. It follows easily tram the linearity of T that an inverse 

of T exists. if .. and only if Tx=O implies x=O. 

For linear operators T(X ➔ X1 ) an addition and a scalar multi

plication can be defined by 

(T 1+T2 )x = T1x+T 2x 3 

( et T ) X = Ol ( TX ) • 

If we define the·zero operator as the transformation which maps all 

elements pf X into the zero of x 1 it is easily seen that the set of 

all linear operators T(X-+ x1 ) is its elf a linear space. 

We shall now introduce a number of defini'qions ;:1nd notations 

which will be frequently used in the subsequent sections. 

If Sis a subset of the linear space X then the set of allele

ments 01. x for which x € S is written as .oi. S. In case 0< =-1 we write 

-S for (-1)S. If Rand Sare subsets of X then the set of allele

ments x+y for which x, R and ye. S is written as R+S. We note that in 

general 2S:f.S+S. 

A subset S of X is said to be symmetric if -,S=S. 

A subset S of X is said to be convex if (XS+( 1-0i.)S=S for all b( -

with ,0 i O!. ii 1 . 

A subset S of X is said to be balanced if ix S c S for all O!. with 

loc. I :i 1. 

A subset S of X is said to be absorbing if fol;' each element x i X 

there is a scalar O(.=f.0 with x~ots. 
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2. Topological spaces 
A iet X of elements x,y,z, ... is said to be a topological space 

if there is a family of special subsets called open sets which satis

fy the following axioms 

1° The empty set and the whole space are open. 

2° The union of open sets, even uncountably many, is open. 

2° The intersection of a finite number of open oets is open. 

The famil.Y of open:sets is sometimes called a topology for X. Some

times we consider several topologies for the same space X. If we have 

two topologies 't'1 and -c 2 for X and if every member of i: 1 is also a 
member of 't' 2 we. say that the topology 't'1 is weaker than ~ 2 or that 

~ 2 is stronger than ~1 • Thus the stronger topology has more open 

sets. 
A set.Sofa topological space is called closed if its comple

ment S' is open. It follmvs f1°om the axioms that the empty set and 

the whole space are.also closed. Further,· that the intersection of a 

collection of closed sets is again closed, and that the union of a 

finite number of closed sets is again closed. 

Any open set which contains a point xis called a neighbourhood 

of x. A point xis called a limit point or accumulation point of a 

set S if every ne:ighbourhood of x contains a point of S distinct from 

x. Clearly a closed set may be characterized by the property of con

taining a 11 its limit points. The c lo.sea set which is· obtained from 

an arbitrary set S by addition of all its limit points is called the 
closure of Sand is denoted by~-

To the axioms 1° 2° 3° w0 Grlf Q .:ourth axiom of a special nature 
and which is called a separation □xio~ 

! 0 Each set c0nsisting of a single point is closed. 

This axiom can be replaced by ot~:.:;r ~,2Jn·~8d axio·'1s which may lead to 

topolo~ical spaces of a slightly less general type. We shall, however, 

not enter .. into this question. The reparation axiom stated above has 

the following simple but important consequence. 

If x 1 and x2 are distinct points there extf::lts a neighsourhood of 

x1 which does not contain x2 . In fact,_ the set which is the complement 
o~ the.single point x 2 .is open and contains x1 . 

A system B of neighbourhoods U of xis said to be~ base at x if 
each neighbourhood of x contains a member of B. 

■■ I 
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Example 
Consider the points of a Euclidean planew A base at the origin (0,0) 
may.be formed· by:··the ope,n c_ircles x2+y2 < n- 2 (n=1.,2., ... ). 

A topological ~pace which has a countable base at x is ·said to 

satisfy the first axiom of countability at xA In that case we may 

suppose that the neighbourhoods U (n=1,2, ..• ) are ordered in such . . . n 
a way that u16 u2 ..S u3 ::, _·.. . Theri the base. is called a shrinking 

base. 
The set Sis. said to be dense in X if its c~osure is X. If there 

exists a countable dense set in X the space Xis said to be separable. 

Example 

X consists of the real points x in (0.,1). The rational points form a 

countable set which is den~e in X. Hence Xis separable. 

The sequence x (n=1.,2, ... ) is said to converge to the limit x., n 

lim x = x, n 

if for each neighbourhood U(x) of x there is an index N such that 

xn ~ U ( x ) for n > N . 
If xis the limit point of the set Sand if X has a countable 

base at x then it is possible to select a sequence xn of elements of 

S for which lim xn~x. The proof is simple. However, the proposition 
may be not true if X does not satisfy the first countability axiom. 

Example 

X consis~of all real bounded functions f(x) defined on the interval 

(0.,1). A neighbourhood of f (x) is obtained by taking all f(x) which 
0 

for a given positives satisfy 

at a finite number of points, say x1 .,x2 , ..• ,xm. 
We consider the set S of those functions g(x) for which g(x)5 1 with 

a finite number of exceptions where g(x)=O. The function g(x)EO is 
. ; 

clearly a limit point of S. However; it is not pos~ible to select a 

sequence g IS which converges to 0. n 

The set Sis said to be (sequentially) compact in X if each iri
finite subset of S contains a converging sequence of distinct elements. 

We note that in this definition the limit of the sequence does not 

necessarily belong to S. 
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The concept of an operator and its inverse ~an be iritroduced 
as in the previous section. 

The·operafor A which transforms the points x of a topological space 

X into the points x1 of a topological space x 1 is said to be con

tinuous if for any neighbourhood u,1 of x1 .there is a neighbourhood 
U of x the image of which is in u1 . 
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J, Linear topological spaces 

A set X of elements x)y;z, ... is said to be a linear topological 

space if the following conditions are fulfilled: 

I. Xis a linear space. 

II. Xis a topological space. 

III. Addition and scalar multiplication are continuous in the 

topology of X. 

In particular the continuity of the addition 

means that for any neighbourhood W of z there are neighbourhoods U 
0 

of x and V of y such that u+v c W. 
0 0 

In particular the continuity of the scalar multiplication 

?I. X =Y 
0 0 '0 

means that for any neighbourhood V of y thPre is an E -neighbourhood 
0 

of x0 and a neighbourhood U of x 0 such that for l i\-7\0 l < t 7' U <.. V. 

From the continuity of the addition it follows that the topo

logy in Xis completely determined by the neighbourhoods of zero. 

In fact, translation of the neighbourhoods U of zero 0y means of 

V=x+U determ1nes a system of neighbourhoods Vat x which by virtue 

of the continuity is equivalent to the original system at x, i.e. in 

every neighbourhood of the translated system there is a neighbour

hood of the original system, and vice versa. 

Therefore 2 the topology in a l.t.s. is completely determined by 

a base of zero-ne1ghbourhoods. 

From the continuity of the scalar multiplication it follows 

without difficulty that if U is open then also~ U is open for all 

7.f=O. If U .. s a neighbourhood of zero 2 ba la need neighbourhood may be 

formed by taking the union of all :;.. U v,1ith \7\ ! ~ e. for some positive E.. 

Therefore any base of zero-neighbourhoods can be transformed 

into a base of balanced zero-neighbourhoods. 

We shall now give an important example of a l.t.s. 

Example 

The space K(a) consists of all infinitely differentiable functions 

7(x) on the interval (-m ,oo) which vanish outside the interval 

(-a,a). The linear relations are the usual ones. The zero-neighbour

hood U(m,e) is def1ned as the set of those f(x) for which 



( 3 . 1) max I I I l (m)(·)\ " \ Cf ( x ) < s 3 ma x <p ' ( x ) < E.. :, • • • 3 ma x <p x I < €. 3 

the collection of zero-neighbourhoods consists of all U(m,!) with 

m=O~ 1 J 2, . . . and e > O. It is easily seen that by this a topology 

in K(a) is defined. Further it is clear that there is countable base 

at· zero (take !=1J ~,; , ... ) so that the space is separable. 

Convergence ((J (x) ~ cp(x) means that each derivative (f>(J)(x)(j=0.,1,2, ... ) 
n ( ") n 

tends uniformly to the. limit <p J ( x) . 

A set Sin a 1.t.s. is said to be bounded if it is absorbed by 

each neighbourhood U of zero, i.e. if for each neighbourhood U of 

zero there is a positive real~ for which Sc ~u. 
The set consisting of a single point x is bounded since ?1.X -+ 0 

for 71. -,-.0, 

If the sets s1 and s2 are bounded then the same is true for 

their union and their arithmetical sum. If in particular s2 donsists 

of a single point it follows that translation does not destroy the 

property of boundedness. 

A sequence of elements x which 6onverges to a limit x forms a n 
bounc1ed set. In 01"der to prove this we may assume x=O, Since any 

neigbourhood of zero contains a balanced neighbourhood it is suffi

cient to prove the absorbing property for an arbitrary balanced 

neighbourhood U of zero. Since for some N x <l- U for n,. N the proof 
n 

can easily be completed. 

The closure of a bounded set is also bounded. The proof de

pends on the property that any neighbourhood U of zero contains a 

smaller neighbourhood V such that V c U. A topological space which 

possesses this property ia said to be a regular space. The proof 

that any linear topological space is regular depends on the con

tinuity of subtraction. In fact if U is an a1"bitrary neighbourhood 

of zero then the continuity of subtraction secures the existence of 

neighbourhoods V 1 and V 2 for which V /i-V 2 c U. The intersection of· V 1 
and v2 contains finally a neighbourhood li for which it is easy to 

sh ow t ha t l'T c U . 

Theorem 3.1 . A set S 

xn~ S (n=1 3 2, ... ) the 

Proof. Elementary. 

is bounded if and only if for every sequence 

elements x /n converge to zero. 
11' 

Next we show that in any linear topolog1cal space compactness 

always implies boundedness. 

Theorem 3.2. In a linear topological space any compact subset is 

bounded. 
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Proof. 
We shall show that a contradiction is obtained if Sc X is compact 

but not bounded. If Sis not bounded there exists a sequence 

x ·~ S ( n==1, 2, ..• ) and a zero neighbourhood U such that xn/n ¢' U. 
n . 

Then the sequence x is itself not bounded and has no bounded - n 
subsequence. But then the sequence contains no converging subse-

quence in •. contradiction to the assumption of compactness. 

The definition of a continuous linear operator A which trans

forms a l.t.s. X into a l.t.s. x1 is implied in the definition of 

linearity in section 1 and that of continuity in section 2. We re
peat: 

The operator A is said to be linear and continuous if the 

following conditions are satisfied 

1° A(fXx+13y) ==O{AX +f.;Ay. 

2° For any neighbourhood V of Ax there is a neighbourhood U of x 

the image of which is in V. 

An operator which transforms any bounded set into a bounded 

set is said to be bounded. The following two theorems express the 

fact that in a space satisfying the first axiom of vountability 

bounded linear operators and continuous linear operators are iden

tica 1, 

Theorem 3,3. Each continuous linear operator is bounded. 

Proof. 

Let A transform the bounded set S 

arbitrary sequence of elements of 

:Lnto 
C' I u • 

a set S 1 and let x 1 be an 
11 

Then there is a sec1uence x n 
in ,S .such th a "- Av = Y 1 

0 -"n --n • Since / n -i>O and A(x /n)=x 1 /n also 
11' n 

x 1 /11 -+ O. Therefore S 1 
11 

is bouncled. 

Theorem 3.4_~ If in X the first axiom of countability is satisfied 

each bounded linear operator is continuous. 
Proof~ -

If A is not continuous then there exists a zero neighbourhood V of 

X 1 and a shrinking base U (n=1,2J••·) of X for which it is pos-
n /, 

sible to find elements x t 11- 1u with Ax ,-1 V. The seauence nx is n n n~ ~ - n 
bounded, and even converges to zero. H(,wev8 r, it is easy to see 

that the transformed sequence x'=nAx is not bounded. - n n 
From these two theorems the following conclusion may be drawn: 

Theorem 3.5. If X satisfies the first axiom of countability a 

linear operator' A is continuous if and only if x --+ 0 implies 
n 
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Application. In the space K(a) the operator of multiplication by x: 

A ff ( X ) == X ff ( X ) = '( ( xJ 

is a continuous linear operator. Convergence cp 11 (x)---;- O means that 

r~j)(x)-.:,.0 uniformly in x fop j=0,'1,2, .... 

Since 

also 1v (x) •---0-- 0 in K(a). Therefore A is continuous. 
11 

An operator f which transforms the elements x of a l.t.s. X 

into (real) numbers is called a (real) functional. 

The functional (f,x) is said to be a continuous linear functional 

if 

2° For any E. > 0 there is a neighbourhood U of zero such that 

\(f,x)I< ~ f Or' X E.. U. 

This definition is clearly a specialization of that of a 

continuous linear operatora. 

Example 

In the l.t.s. K(a) a functional is defined by 

(3 • 2 ) ( f , <p ) = fa </ m ) ( x ) d J-1, ( x ) , 
-a 

where JL(x) is a function of bounded variation and where m is fixed. 

The functional is clearly linear. The continuity can be shown as fol

lows. Take the zero neighbourhood 

max { j cp ( x ) I , ! 'f 1 ( x ) ! ; . . . J j <p ( m \ x ) [ } < J' J 

then (3.2) gives 

frbm which the continuity follows at once. 

A functional which is bom1rlPd 011 any ed set is said to be 

bounded. Also this definition is a specialization of the correspond

ing one for an ope0ator. Again in a space with the first axiom of· 

countability a continuous linear functional is bounded and conversely. 

For future reference we m~rely atate the following specializations of 
· l th O 'J 3 3 lt a ' j- r::c; -c1e eor"ms .J, ; • ') no •.J• 

Theorem J.6. A continuous linear ctional is bounded. 



Theorem 3,7. In a space with the first axiom of countability a 

bounded linear functional is continuous. 

Theorem 3,8. In a sinJe with the first axiom of countability a 

linear functional (f ,x) is continuous if and only if xn -r O implies 

( f , x11 ) -+ 0 . 

For continuous linear functionals f,g, ... on a l.t.s. X addition 

and sea la r multiplication can be de fine cl by 

( 3. 3) 

Hence the continuous linear functionals on X form themselves a 

linear space X' said to be the conjugate of X. 

A topology in X 1 can be introduced by defining as neighbourhood 
.. 

of zero the sets U(E,x 1 ,x 0 , ••• ,x) consisting of those f for which 
'-- m 

(3 .4) \ ( f, x 1 ) \ < i: :; ( ( f :1 x 2 ) \ < ~ , ••• ; j ( f, xm) l < e , 

where x 1 ,x2 , ... ,xm are an arbitrary finite set of X. 

The verification that X 1 satisfies the axioms of a l.t.s. is 

left to the reader. 

The topology introduced in this way is called a weak ~~pc~ogy. The 

topology of the conjugate space does not satisfy the first axioms of 

countability except in trivial cases. 

Convergence in this type of topology is called weak convergence. 

Convergence of a sequence f to a limit f means here that for each n 
element x of X we must have 

The weak topology in X 1 further allows the introduction of 

notions as weakly bounded etc. 

A. A sequence f is called a weakly fundamental sequence if for each n 
weak neighbourhood U of X 1 there exists a number N such that 

f -f belongs to U for each m and n~ N. The conjugate space X' is m n 
called weakly complete if evcrJ wea y fundamental sequence has a 

limit in X 1 • 

A different type of topol in X 1 can be introjuccd clef:Lning 
a system of nci.~;1.bourhoods of zepo vJith respect to an a itrar·y 

bounded set B c.. X and a posJtive constant f as follous. 'J:1he 11•2J_ghbour

hood of zero U(B,€.) is the set of all elements fG. :c 1 sat::_sfyin0 

for al1x~B. 
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The collection of neighbourhoods is then the set U(B,e) for which B 

is bounded and c > 0 • 

. The ver1ificatipn of the,axioms of the l.t.s. may be left to the 

reader. The latter type of topology·is called.a strong topology. 

This topology may not satisfy the first axiom of countability either. 

Convergence in this type of topology is called strong conver

gence. Conve;rgenc~ f 11 -+f in the st.rang sense means that 

(fn 1 x) -,i,. (fsx) uniformly in every bounded set. 

B. A sequence fn is called a strongly fundamental sequence if for 

each strong neighbour•hood U of X I there exists a number N such 

that fm-r·n belongs to U fo:." each .m and n ~ N. 

The conjugate space X' is called strongly complete if every 

strongly fundamental sequenc~ has a limit in X'. 

It is obvious that the strong topology always includes the weak 

topology so that e.g. a strcngly comrergcnt; sequencJ is always weakly 

convergent. Conversely completeness in the weak topology implies 

crnnpleteness in the strong topology. 

Theorem 3 .9 .. If X :sat5-sfies the first axiom of countability the 

conjugat.e X I is co1i1plete in the c:trong sense. 

Proof. 

Let fn be a strong fundament2l sequence. Then for each x ~ X the 

sequence (fn,x) ~efines a limit {f,x) which obviously represe~t~ ~ 
linear funct~pnal .. The~e r2main5 to sho~ its continuity. Applying 

theorem 3.7 it is sufficient to ~how that (fJx) is bounded on any 

bounded set B. But on B th<:: r;u,~i~E::::s ( f ,x) arc bounded and unifor-mlY. 
11 

converge,1t to 1 'f:.,:c'"' I-Ience ,s:":e, J_·L1it (fJx) is also bounded on B q.e.d. 

According to t:1e gen~:;."al clef:"'.nl'~ion tl')e subset S of X I is bounde_d 

in the strong sense if for each (strong) zero nej.ghbourhood ther~ is 

a c·onsta;1t ':\ =- 0 '1J:_t:1 7'. S c U. However~ a less :'arm.al definition may be 
~iveh in the foJlo~in~ ~ay. 

. ' . . . 

The subset S of X I is said to cs Lou:1ded on the ~~ubset A of X if ·the 
numbers j(f_.x)l a.re 1Jounded for f::.SJ xi:;.J~ l.8. if 

( 3. 5) sup l ( .f J x) l < :Jo . 
x0-A,f<3..S 

We shall show that 3 iG strc~glv bou~~ed if and only if Sis bounded 
on every bou~ded subset A of z. 

...... , ....... . ., 



Proof. 

1°. Let S be strongly bounded. 

If A is a bounded subset of X a strong neighbourhood of zero U(A,1) 
exists consisting of those f for which 

sup I (f 1 x) ! < 1. 
x~A 

The boundedness of S means that ?IS c U for some ?\ • Hence it follows 

that 

for all f e. Sand x €.A. 

2° Let S be bounded on an arbitrary bounded set A. Let U(A 1 E) be a 

str-ong neighbourhood of zero, i.e. a set for which 

sup l(f.,x) )< E., 
X ~ A 

Since we know that ,S is bounded on A we have j (f 1 x) 1 < C for ff- S and 

x ~ A. But this means 7\ S c:. U for 71.= E./C . 

We may prove that, at least for spaces satisfying the first 

axiom of countability, a strongly bounded set Sis not Jnl~ bounded 

on all bounded subsets Ac X but that S is also bounded on some neigh

bourhood of zero. We note that a neighbourhood of zero is not neces

sarily a bounded set. 

Theorem 3.10. If X satisfies the first axiom of countability then 

any strongly bounded subset Sc X' is bounded on some zero neighbour

hood of X. 

Proof. 

Let u1 => u2 :::i ••• be a base of shrin'.dng zero neighbourhoods. If the 

lemma is not tr,ue then for' each n (n='1,2, ... ) we may take an element 

x· £ U and a functional f ES such that )(f ,x )\ > n. ~hen the n n n n -n -
sequence x11 converges to zero in Zand is therefore bounded, Because 

Sis strongly bounded it is bounded on the set x and there isa constant n 
C with j(f3xn)1 < C for fE.S and all n. Hence a contradiction is ob-
tained. 

Obviously the converse of this lemma is true iPrespectiv:::: of 
countability. 
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4. Linear metric spaces 

A set X of elements x,y,z, ... is said to be a metric space 

if to each pair of elements x,y there is associated a nonnegative 

real number d(x,y) called the distance and: which satisfies' the 

following conditions. 

'1° d(x,y)=O . if and only if x=y 

2° d(x,y)=d(y,x), (symmetry) 

3° d(x,y) + d(y,z) ~ d(x,z), (triangle inequality). 

A metric space is a particular case of a topological space. 

The open neighbourhoods at x 0 are defined as the sets U(x 0 ,i) of 

those points for which 

d(x,x 0 )< c (E.>0). 

The neighbourhood U(x0 ,E) may be called an open spher~ with the 

radius i. At any point the neighbourhoods are determined by a 

countable base of nesting spheres (e.g. £ = '1, ½, ;, .... ). 
Convergence x -.x in a metric space means that d(x ,x)-+O. n n 

The following example. shows that a metric space may not be 

separable. 

Example 

Consider the set of all bounded sequences x=(x1 , x2 , ... ) of real 

numbers.It is easily seen that a metric space is defined by 

d(x,y)= suplxj-yjj (j=1,2, ... ). 
The subaet of all sequences x with xn either zero or one is 

certainly not countable (real numbePs in (0,1». The distance 
between any two elements of the subset is '1. If to each element 

of the subset we associate spheres of radius½~ not countable 

system of disjunct ( spheric2"l) neighbourhoods is obtained which 

excludes the possibility of a countable dense set; any dense set 

must have at ieast one member in each sphere. 

A sequence xn (n=1,2, ... ) of points of a metric space is 

said to be a fundamental sequence o~a Catichy sequence if for each 

e > 0 there is a number N(e) such that 

d(xm,x11 ) < e for all m,n > N( t). 

It follows directly from the triangle axiom that every con

vergent sequence is fundamental. 

If every fundamental sequence in X converges to an element 

of X the space is said to be complete. 



Example 

The space of all continuous functions f ( x), O f x ~ 1 with the 

metric 

d ( f, g) = max / f ( x ) - g ( x) I 
is a complete metric space, 

+.· 
A complete ~etric space X is said to be the completion 

of the (not necessarDycomplete) metric space X if Xis a subspace 
# 

of X which is dense in X ~ 

Every metric space can be embedded in a complete space by 

a process of completion which is analogous to the extension of 

the class of the rational numbers to that of the real numbers. 

Theorem 4.1 (Baire) 

If a complete metric space Xis the countable sum of sets 

Sn (n=1 3 2, ... ) th~n at least one of these sets is dense in some 

sphere. 

Proof 

We may assume that s 1 c s2 c S-:i c.. •. . If the proposition 
. .. ~ 

were not true a coritradiction would be obtained int' e following 

way. Take an arbitrary sphere R0 ; in it there exists another 

sphere R1 which contains no points of s1 ; in R1 there exists 

a s~here R2 which contains no points of s2 etc. 

We obtain a sequence of nesting spheres Rn the radius of which 

may be chosen < 1/2n say. It is 2asily seen that the centres 

form a fundamental sequence which has a limit xGX in view of the 

completenes§ of X. 

However, by the construction x belongs to no Sn. Since Xis the 

union of all Sn a contradiction is obtained. 

The latter theorem may also be put in the equivalent forms 

Theorem L+. 1a 

If a complete metric space Xis the countable sum of closed sets 

Sn then at least one of these sets contains an open set. 

Theorem 4.1b 

It is impossible to obtain a complete metric space as the countable 

sum of nowhere dense sets. 

By a nowhere dense set is obviously meant a set Sin X such that 
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the closure S does not contain an open set. 

Baire 1 s tlleorem may be considered as an existence theorem of the 

same kind .. a.s e.g. the principle of Balzano-Weierstrass. Many , 

important theorems such as Banach 1 s theorem of the inverse 

operator and the Banach-Steinhaus theorem on the principle of

unifor~ bqundedn~ss depend ultimately upori Baire 1 s theorem. 

The following related existence theorem demonstrates the 

applicability of Baire's principle. 

Theorem 4.2 

Let S be a convex central-symmetric closed absorbing set in a 

complete linear metric space X,then S contains a neighbourhood 

of zero. 

Proof 

The union cif all set~ nS (n=1,2~ ... ) gives all elements of X. 

Hence according to Baire I s theorem in the ve:esion of theorem 4. 1a 

some-set ms contains a sphere. Then the same must be true for s. 
The remainder of the proof follows geometrical intuition. 

For let S contain the sphere (x0 , f) then S al~o contains the 

opposite sphere (-x0 , f), Since Sis also convex it contains the 

cylindrical region determined by these spheres, i.e. the convex 

hull. Then S finally contains the sphere (O,p). 
We recall the definition of compactness. A set Sin a metric 

space Xis compact if every sequence in S contains a subsequence 

which converges to some element of X. The concept of compactness 

is closely related to that of total boundedness which will be 

introduced now. 

The set R is said to be an &-net with respect to the set 

Sin a metric space X if for any point 

one point a E. R such that 

d(a,x) < E.. 

x6S there is at least 

The set Sis said to be totally bounded if X contains a 

finite e- net with respect to S for every positive e. 

It is obvious that a totally bounded set is bounded i.e. is 

contained in some sphere. However, the converse need not be true. 

Further, if Sis totally bounded then_ also its closure S is' 

totally bounded. 

In p~rticular Smay be the whole space X. If Xis totally bounded 
-it is separable. In fact, construct a sequence of (t = 1/n) nets. 

The union is obviously dense in X .. 
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Theorem 4.3 (Hausdorff) 

In a metric space X any compact set is totally bounded. If, more

over, Xis complete any totally bounded set is compact. 

Proof 

1. Let S be a compact set. 

If X contains no 

sequence x E.. ,S n 
pair i,j. 

f -net for S it is possible to construct a 

(n=1,2, ... ) such that d(x.Jx.)~ s for any 
l J 

However, this means that xn does not converge and does not contain 

a converging subsequence. This contradicts the assumption of 

compactness .. 

s_ Let S be a totally bounded set in a complete metric space. 

We consider a sequence R of ~ -nets with L. = 1/n ( n=1, 2, ... ). n n n 
If a is a given infinite sequence of points xn of S then R1 con-

tain3 a point r 1 , such that a sphere of radius 1 about r 1 contains 

an infinite subsequence s 1 of s. Next R2 contains a point r 2 
such that a sphere of radius 1/2 about r 2 contains an infinite 

subsequence s 2 of s 1 . Continuing this process a sequence of 

sequences s 1 ::, s2 ::, o3 '::;) is obtained., So..f 

;._; 1 x11 x12 X13 

02 x21 x22 X23 

G,:2 
_) XJ1 X32 x33 

The diagonal subsequence x 11 , x 22 , x 33 ... is fundamental since 

all xnn for n~ N belong to a sphere of radius 1/N,and converges 

to a limit in Sin view of the completeness of S. 

Therefore S is (sequentially) compact. 

In analysis one of the more important metric spaces is the 

space C(0.,1) of all continuous functions f(x), O;x~1. The metric 

of that space has been given above by (4.1). There is an important 

theorem concerning the compactness of a subset in this space whichis 

due to Arzel~ and Ascoli. First we need a definition. 

A set of functions is said to be equicontinuous for every 

E > O there is a cf> 0 such that for a::1..1 functions f(x) of this 

set 
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whenever I x 1-x2 l < l/ ( e) 

Theorem 4.4 (Arzela) 

A set of continuous functions in C(0,1) is compact if and only 

if it is equicontinuous and uniformly bounded. 

Proof· 

..1.:_ Let S be a compact subset. 

We know already that Sis bounded i.e. uniformly bounded. The 

preceding theorem says that there exists a finite 1/3 £-net 

consisting of g 1 , g 2 , ... ,gm. 

Each function gk(x) (k=1,2, ... ,m) is uniformly continuous so 

that there is a Jk such that 

Put ;r = min d k then for j x 1-x :, l < & we have 

!f(x 1 ) - f(x )/ ~ / f(x 1)-gk(x 1 )! + lf(x 11 ) -gk(x 1i)I + 

+f gk(x ) -gk(x11) \ < £ 

(with a suitable auxiliary gk). 

2. Let S be equicontinuous and uniformly bounded. 

The rectangle O & x ~ 1 , -M ~ y § M 5 where M is the upper .bound 

of 1f(x)I, is subdivided into cells with horizontal sides of 

length < d where ;r is such that I f(x 1)-f(x 11 )I < ~ E if 

r :x. 1-:x. Ii I< (j simultaneously for all f " To every function 

f(x) ~ C (0,1) we assign a polygonal arc p(x) with vertices at 

the mesh points and such that 

1 e. 

Therefore 

I p(xk)-p(xk+1) l ;; l p(x1.J-f(xk) ! + f p(xk+1) · r( 

+ I f ( xk) -f ( xk+ 1) I < § E • 

Since p(x) is linear between x1 and x~+~' we have 
{ -'- I 

j p(x)-p(xk) t < § t for xk 2 x :i xl.c+ 1 . 

Let x be an arbitrary point and xk be the subdivision point which 

is closest to x from the left. Then 



Hence the finitely manypolygonal arcs p(x) constructed above 

form an e-net. Hence Sis totally bounded. 

Remark. The second part of this theorem is sometimes stated as 

follows: an infinite set of equicontinuous and uniform:ly bounded 

functions on ( O, '1 J contai11u 8 unifo;_..,mly convergent subsequence. 

A linear space X where a distance d(x,y) is defined which 

satisfies the three axioms of a metric space is said to be a 

linear metriD space if also the following axioms are satisfied: 

4° d(x,y)= d(x-y,O), (invariance of the metric). 

implies a (7\ x,o)-?' o n 

d(x ,0)-+0 n implies d(7\ x , 0 )-:1,, 0 n 

for arbitrary x. 

for arbitrary i\. 

The fourth axiom says that d(x+z,y+z) does not depend upon 

z. A simple consequence is 

( 4. 2) d(-x,O) = d(x,O) 

Another corollary is 

( 4. 3) d ( X +y, 0 ) & d ( x , 0 ) + d ( y , 0 ) . 

A linear metric space is a particular case of a linear topo

logical space with the usual topology of a metric space. The 

verification of the groups I and II of axioms of a l.t.s .. is 

obvious. The verification of the continuity axioms III is not 

much more complicated, 

The continuity of the addition x +y =z follows from 
0 0 0 

a d(x+y.,x+y) + d(x+yo' X +y )= 
0 0 0 

= d(y,y 0 ) + d(x,x 0 ). 

The continuity of the multiplication 7'0x 0 =y 0 follows from 

d ( 7\ X , y O ) ;§ d ( i\ X , 7',.X O ) + d ( i\ X , ·;,., X ) = 
0 0 0 

0 0 and the axioms~ and 6 

A set Sin a linear metric space is bounded if for each 

sphere d(x,O) < 1:. there exists a positive real 7\ for which 7-.S 

is contained in the sphere. 

Since a linear metric space satisfies the first axiom of 

countability the theorems 3,3, and 3.4 may be combined into the 
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foll()wing .. 

Theorem 4.5 
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zw-·p; ■ZKF□ W:P 

A linear operator which transformsa linear metric space into a 
linear metric space is continuous if and only if it transforms 

.boµnde.d sets into bounded sets. 

In 1. linear metric space for each element x a·number !xi 
can be introduced by means of· 

(4.4) 1x I d~f d(x.,O). 

It is easily seen that this number satisfies the• following condi
tions 

.. :l°. l x j· =o·. if and only if x=O . 

20 l -x I = l X I . 

. J. O I X +y I ~ I X I + I Y I • 
In case ji\xj=j?\j/xl for each A and x, \x\ is called the norm of x 

and the linear metric space is called :_: normed up.::.:ce. 

Such spaces will be studied in the following section. 

The proof of the following important theorem due to Banach 

(1929) involves some subtle reasoning. 

Theorem 4.6 A continuous linear operator which•transforms a 

complete linear metric space into a similar space and for which 

there exists an tnverse has a continuous inverse. 
Before ~roving t~e' theorem the following.remarks will be 

made. Continuity of the operator T which maps the linear metric 

space X into the linear metric space Y means that for every sphere 

S(I yj < f) in Y there exists a sphere U( lxl < f) in X such that 

TU c S. The continuity of the inverse T- 1 rrieans that for every 

sphere U(] x ) < e) in X the image TU con ta ins a sphere S( l y \ < f) in 

Y. 
The proof of the theorem will consist of two parts. In the 

first part it will be shown ~hat for any U(!xl<~ the image TU is 

dense in some sphere S(jy\ < y) i.e. that TU~ S. The proof of this 

part uses Baire 1 s theorem 4.1. In the second part it will be shown 

by some limit process that TU contains a sphere S. 

Proof. 

If U is a given (spherical) neighbourhood of zero in X the conti

nuity of subtraction secures the existence of a zero neighbourhood 

---------····"-·--""''' __ .. , ____________ ... __ ._....._.------------··-·--·-·.._........-------~ 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ .■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ • ■ • ■■:■■■■■■ I 
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V for which V-V c U. The union of the sets nV (n=1,2, .. ;) gives 

all elements of X. Hence, according to theorem 4.1 there is an 

index m for which TmV is dense in some sphere of Y. Then the 

same must be true for TV. Let TV contain the sphere W then 

T(V-V) contaimthe open set W-W. The latter set evidently contains 

zero and therefore it contains a (spherical) neighbourhood S. 
Then Sis also contained in TU. 

n Consider next a sequence of spheres U (Ix I< 2- e) 
- n 

(n=1,2, ... ) in X and assume that TUn contains a sphere Sn(lyf < fn) 

( n=1, 2, ... ) in Y, where fn-+-0. We chorLe an arbitrary element y 0 

of S~ and construct a sequence y (n=1,2, ... ) of elements by 
I n · 

taking yn from 'run and requiring that IY 0 -y 1 /<f2 , \Y 0 -Y 1-Y2!< J'3, 
etc. 

The possibility of the construction is implied in the fact that 

TU n is dense in s n· In this way the element yo is expressed by 

converging series 

y O = y 1 +y 2 +y 3 + 

If x 1 ,x2 ... are the originals in X of the elements y 1,y2 , ... of 

Y it can easily be shown that there is an element x 0 ~ X for 

which 

xo=x1+x2+x3+ ... 

a 

Since Xis complete it is sufficient to prove the Cauchy criterion. 

In fact 

!X + X +~+ ..).. l " 2-m" ... , x.+ "' " 
-m-1 + 2 €, 

m m 1 11 p 

Further it f o 11 ow s that I x , i < ·~ 
l. 

The continuity of the operator 

T tells us that y 0 =Tx 0 . Since y O was an arbitrary element of the 

sphere S 1( / y ! <- n) it h&s bee,: that the sphere U( Ix I < E.) has 

an image which contains 

theorem. 



5. Normed linear spacf:?s 

A linear spac~ X of elements x,y,z, ... with (real) scalars 

CX., f3 J J', . . ~ i S Said to b l:c a. n Orme d spa C e. or , m Ore C O mp 1 e t e 1 y , a 

normed linear space if to each element x there is associated a 

nonnegative real number JI x \I called the norm of x which satis-

fies the conditions. 

1° U x )\ ==O if and only if x==O . 

2 o I\ ex X II == l (X I II x II ' 
3 ° ll X +y II ~ (I X \\ + II y !\ . 

It is easy to see that the norm is continuous since condition 3° 

yields / ii x I\ - II YI] I ~ JI X··Y 11. 
These properties show that the distance function 

d ( x , y ) d ~X !I x -y j] 

is an invariant metric of X. It can be verified without difficulty 

that this distance satisfies the six conditions of a linear metric 

space. The number) x I which was introduced for a linear metric space 

in (4.4) clearly coincides with that of the normed space. 

A normed spade is distinguished by the fact that its norm satis

fies the mul tiplica ti ve property jj o..x JI = ! o: / H x l\ , a property 

which is not enjoyed by other linear metric spaces. 

The topology of a normed space is that of a linear metric 

space i.e. the neighbourhoods of zero are determined by spheres 

U( c) with l! x I\< c. This topology satisfies the first axiom of 

countability, It is sometimes called norm topology or strong 

topology. A complete normed space is said to be a Banach space. 

Example The space C(0,1) of continuous functions f(x) with the 

usual operations of addition and multiplication by a scalar with 

the norm 
II f ( x ) l\ :cc max ! f ( x ) i 

is a normed linear space. Convergence with respect to this norm 

is the usual uniform convergence, Hence the space is a Banach space. 

T~e second axiom of the normJ a property which is not satis

fied by the norm of a linear metric space, makes it possible to 

state the boundedness of a set in a very simple way and it has 

further a number of important consequences e;g. in connection 
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with the properties of the conjugate space. 

A set Sin a normed linear space is bounded if and only if· 

there exists a constant C such that Jlx:!\ < C for all x 1<- S® 

In a normed line~r space a continuous linear operator A 

which transforms the n.l.s. X into a n.l.s. x1 is characterized 

by the following conditions which can easily be derived from the 

corresponding conditions in a linear topological space: 

A ( r.x x + p y ) = cz Ax + (3 Ay 

implies Ax --+ 0 n 

for any sequence x (n=1,2, ... ) of X. n 

The theorem 3.3 and 3.4 can be put in the following simpli

fied form. 

a Theorem 5.1 
A continuous linear operator A(X-+X 1 ) transforms the unit sphere 

of X into a bounded set of x 1. 
b Theorem 5.1 

A linear operator A(X....-,i,X 1 ) which transforms the unit sphere of 

X into a bounded set of x1 is continuous. 

These theorems may be put in a Btill simpler form if the 

following definition is introduced. 

An operator A(X-+X 1) is said to be bounded if there is a 

constant M such that 

( 5. 1) ll Ax l] M l! X \l for all x ~ X. 

Then the two theoremsma;v be combined into 

Theorem 5.1 
For a linear operator boundedn°ss and continuity are equivalent. 

The greatest lo¼er bound of the number M which satisfy the 

inequality (5.1) of a bounded linear operator A is called the 

norm of the operator and is writ ten as II A I! , Without difficulty 

it can be shown that 

( 5. 2) l1 A ll sup 
11 x a =1 

I\ A XII sup 
x/0 

\IAxl! 
II X H 

In section 1 WP have seen that the set of all linear 9perators 

A(x__,..x 1 ) is a linear space, The set of all bounded linear operators 
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is al~o"_9-,._linear S;J?Gtqe, for the boundedness of A and B implies 
··-.l..: .. . . 

the ,?oundeqnts,s, of_ al), l;in;ear ·cornbina tions. 
With the definition (5.2) of the norm of an operator the latter 

space becomes itself ev~n a normed space. It is not difficult to 

v:erify .that _.(5.2.) satisfies the three axioms of the norm. 

The followi,ns; the-orem can• now ·easily be proved. 

Theorem 5.2 

The spac~,~f a~l bounded linear operato~~ ~hich transform a 

normed space .into a Banach space is itself·a Banach space. 

Proof 

Let An (n='1,2, ..• ) be a Cauchy sequence of bounded linear opera

tors which map X into x1 ., then for each x t: x '.J(:=: h;.-i v8 

. II Amx - Anx II ~ !I Am - An II \l x II~ 0. 

Therefore Ax is a Cauchy n 
y since x1 is complete. 

-The operator' A defirt;e'd by 

II Ax I\ •.' = lim I\ Anx }I: f lim 
complete. 

s~qu~nce i~ _x 1 and ~his has a limit 

' 
Ax=y ·is the limit of A ; and .. n 
ll Anl\ - \l XI\ . Th~s the operator space is 

We consider a ~et S of bounded linear operato~s A on a 

Banach space X. T~is set is said to be weakly bounded if for 
each x (;'.. X there is a constant C such that 

( 5 . 3} \I A ~ \\ < C for all A e. S. 

We have the important· res-ult due to Banach and Steinhaus that a 

.l(l'eakly bounded -set is -also uniformly bounded in the sense of 

( 5. 1). This property is known as the pr~~cl,_ple of uniform 

bounde011~s. 

Tl1eorem =7.3. (Ban?ch, Steinhaus) 
If the bounded linear operators A on a Banach space are weakly 

bounded then their norms .are uniformly bounded. 

Proof 

The boundedness of the set S of operators A in the weak sense. 

means that sup U Ax \; < co fo:r' P8Ch x 6 X. Let Xk ( k='1, 2, ... ) 
.h.aS 

be the subset of X for ·,1hich sup ll Ax \I ~ k uni-formly in s_ 
Since all A are continuous the subset Xk is closed._ The union · 

of all Xk gives X so that we may apply Baire 1 s theorem 4.1. Hence 

there exists an index m for which X contains· a closed sp·here · m . 

.. .._ .• ·• .. , ............ . I 
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G(x 0 .,c1'). For x €.. G we have jj A x II i m .. Applying the triangle axiom 

we obtain Ii A x l\ < ~m for JI x II< cf. This means n A II ~ 2m / ;r 
uniformly :l..n S. 

We shall also reformulate the important .theorem of Banach 

4.5 on the inverse operator on a Banach space. 

Theorem 5.4 (Banach) 

'rhe inverse of a linear continuous operator which transforms a 

Banach space one-to-one onto a Banach space is continuous. 

A number of properties of linear functionals and the conju

gate space formed by them have been discussed from a general point 

of view in section 3. For linear functionals defined on a normed 

space a number of simplifications may be introduced. We shall 

briefly repeat the main notions. 

A functional (f,x) is continuous if x -,i,.O implies (f,x )-+0. n · n 
A functional (f,x) is bounded if there exists a constant M 

such that 

(5.4) I (f,x) j ~ M II x l\ for all X ~ X. 

From theorem 5.1 it follows that boundedness and continuity are 

equivalent. 

The greatest lower bound of Mis called the norm of the 

functional f and is written as II f Jl . Since this norm is a 

special case of that of a bounded operator we have the following 

equivalent of (5.3) 

(5.5) II r l\ = su11 I (f,x)\ = sup 
!Ix !I =1 x/cO 

l(r,x)I 
ll ~;;: II 

In section 3 we introduced two different topologies in the 

space X 1 of linear continuous functionals. 

In the weak topology of X 1 the neighbourhoods of zero 

U(E,x 1,x2 , ... ,xm) are defined as the sets for which 

( 5. 6) \ ( f, x 1 ) ! < £ , I ( C x 2 ) \ < €. , ••• , \ ( f, xm) l < e . 

A set S of X '. is weakly bounded if for each x ~ X there is a 

constant C such that 

!(f,x)j<C for all f £.. S 

A sequence fn (n=1,2, ... ) is weakly convergent to the limit f 
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if 

for each x E. X . 

. The strong top9logy of X1 may be formulated in a much simpler 

way than in the general case of·a linear topolbgical space. In 
the latter case the neighbourhoods of zero had to be defined 

with reference to an arbitrary bounded set BC X. 

Here for a normed space Xwe may restrict ourselves to one 

single bounded set viz. the unit sphere JlxH =,1. 

In'the strong topology of X' the neighbourhoods of zero·, 
ti(i) ari 0define~-~s the spheres . · 

(5.7) l\fl\<E. 
A set Sis strongly bounded ~f there is a constant C such that 

Jlf !l<c for all f e, S. 

A sequence f (n=1,2, .•. ) is strongly convergent to ~he limit n 
f if 

ll fn - f 11-+o. 
It will. be clear that strong converge~ce implies weak 

convergence. 

With respect to the strong topology we have the following 

particular case of theorem 5.2. (see also theorem 3.9). 

Theorem 5.5 

The col'.). j;uga te of a normed : space is a Banach spac_e. 

Proof 

A functional maps a normed space into the Banach space of real 

numbers. 

We come now to the discussion of a very important theorem 
due tb Hahn and Banach concerning.the extension of a continuous 

linear fun·ctional. 
. . . ~ 

Theorem 5.6 (Hahn-Banach) 
Every continuous linear functional f_ which is d~fined on a linear 

s~b~pac~ M of a normed spa~e X can be extended to the entire 

ipace with pr~servation of the 

Proof 

The theorem will be explicitly proved for a separable space only. 

For non-separable spaces t_he proof is essentially the same, but 
. . . 

requires the so~calJeq axiom.of choipe3 we-do not discuss this, 
since we need the result only for separable spaces. 
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First, we shall extend the functional to the linear subspace M1 
:obtained by adding to M sonie element x 0 ¢ M. An arbitrary element 

y of M1 is uniquely representable as 

y = X - tx , 
. . . 0 

X6M 

For the extens1on.F off upon M1- we must have 

(F,y) = .(T,x) - ct 

where c = (F.,x 0 ). The problem consists in f:i,nding a value of c 

which keeps the norm intact, 

This means that 

I ( f, x ) - c t- I ;; lf f II I\ x - tx O II . for all x E. M. 

We may safely assume that t IO. Then by putting x=zt the last 

inequality can be.replaced by 

\ ( f , z ) - C I ~ II f II II z - X o ll for all z t M, 

or, what amounts to the same thing 

( f , Z ) - II f II II Z - XO~ ~ C ~ ( f , Z ) + II f II ll Z - XO II 

for all z t. M. 

The possibility of satisfying this .inequality for all z in M 

follows from the foll owing consideration. For any pai~ -~ ::1' z 2 ~M
we have 

( f., z 1 ) - Cf, z 2 ) ~ 11 f 1111 z 1- z 2 1\ ~- ~ f 11 { 11 2 1 -x O II + ll 2 2 -x O ll } , 

so ·that 

If c 1 . is _the least. upp?r bound of the··· left·-hand side an-0. c 2 the 

greatest lower bound of the right-hand side then the choice 

c 1 ~ c ~ c2 in fact guarantees the preservation of the norm .. 

The separability of X implies the existence of a countable 

. d:anse set x 1,x2 •... Then the preceding procedure may be carried 

out for each xn · (n=1,2, ... ). Thus we o6tain a functional Fon a 

set which is everywhere dense in X. At the remaining points of X 

the functional is defined by continuity. 

The theorem of Hahn-Banach g~arantees f9r any normed space 

the existence of at least one non-trivial. continuous linear 
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functional. In fact we have the following simple corollary. 

C orollal''Y •. 

For every normed space X and any fixed element x 0 ~ X there 

exists a continuous linear functional (f,x) with the properties 

a )I r I\ = 1. b 

The Banach space X with elements x and its conjugate X 1 

with elements f define for each pair x e.. X, f €. X 1 a scalar value 

(f,x). By this not only a functional f on Xis defined but also 

a functional, saY, 1, . on X'. The latter functional is linear and 

continuous. We may prove that its norm defined as (5.5) coincides 

with II x l\ . This is expressed by 

Theorem 5.7 

(5.8) 

Proof 

sup 
f4:,:X' 

l(r,x)\ 
llrJ\ = ll X ll • 

It follows from (5.5) that j (f ,x) I/ \j f !I ~ )Ix\\ 

II 2 ll ~ II x 11 . 

so that 

According to the previous corollary a continuous linear functio-

nal f O can. be defined with the properties II f 0 f\ = 1 and 

\ ( fo'x) I == )! x \[ . Taking this special element of X 1 the equality 

sign is obtained. 

The following two theorems are known under the "principle 

of uniform boundedness 11 • The first theorem is just a specializa

tion of theorem 5,3 of Banach-Steinhaus for functionals. The 
~,- . 

second theorem is a version in which the role of X and its conju

gate are interchanged. The latter theorem uses theorem 5.7, so 

that it depends on the Hahn-Banach prinbiple. 

Theorem 5.8 
Each weakly bounded set cf continuous linear functionals on a 

Banach space is also strongly bounded. 

( 5. 9) 

This theorem may be stated also as 

sup , I ( f, x) I < ao 
f ,8, s 

imp 1 i e s sup !I f II < oo . 
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Corollary_1_ 

If fn is a weakly convergent sequence of continuous linear functi

onals on a Banach space then the sequence n f n II is uniformly 
bounded. -

,- :·,,· 

The latter corollary leads to the following criterion for 
weak conver~ence of cont~n~oui-linear functionals: 

Corollary 2 

The ~eq~~nce fn of continuous linear functionals on a Banach 

space is weakly converger1.t _ to zero if and only if._ the norms II f n II 

(n=1,-2~ ... ) are uniformly bounded and (fn,x)--+0 at least for those 

x belon~irtg to a set which is dense in X. 

Theorem 5.9 
If every continuous linear functional on a linear normed space 

Xis bounded on a subset S of X then Sis bounded. Symbolically 

Proof 

sup j (f,x) J < oo 
xe.S 

implies 

Follows easily from the theorems 5.7 and 5.8 

SU p II X II < 00 

In the theory of distributions we need some knowledge of the 

continuous linear functionals on the space of the continuous 

functions (f>(x) in a finite interval, say O ~ x ~ 1. We have the 

following important theorem due to F.Riesz (1909) called the 

Riesz represeritation theorem: 

Theorem 5.10 (Riesz) 
Every continuous linear functional (f.,<p) on the space C(0,1) of 

continuous functions is.of the form 
1 

(f,4>) = J <p(x) d _µ.(x), 
0 

where _,M.(x) is of bounded variation. 

Proof 

The space 
D( 0., 1) . of 

ons ,p(x) 

C(0,1) may be considered as a subspace of the space 

all piecewise continuous functions 1f ( x), ·1. e. of functi-.. 
which have a finite number of ordinary jumps. Both spaces 

are normed spaces with the uiual norm 

I\ y- I! = sup "/'(x) . 

11:11 
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The functional f on C can be extended in D by means of the 

theorem of Hahn-Banach. If Fis the extended functional we may 

define a function fo(t) by means of 

(F, e(t-x)) = µ(t) J 

where e (x) is the unit-step function 

9 ( x ) =0 x ~ 0 , 8 ( x ) = 1 x>O. 

It can easily be shown that ..,u.,(t) is of bounded variation. In 

fact, divide (0,1) in 

t O =O < t 1 < t 2 < • • • < t n _ 1 < t n = 1 

Then we have 
n · n 
~ jg(t.) -g(t._1) j = ~ \(F, e(tJ.-x) - e(tJ.-1-x))) = 
J =1 J J J =1 

n 
= (F, L +{e(t.-x) - e(tJ.-1-x)}) ~ 

j=1 J 

n 
~ II F II I j~ + {e(tj-x) - e(tj-1-x)} I~ 11 F ll = II f II < 00 • 

Any continuous function ~(x) may be approximated uniformly by 

the sequence 

Then 
n 

(F, <p) = lim (F,cpn) .,, lim ~ 1 <p(~){µ(~) -}k (k~'1 )J = 

1 

= J <p ( t ) d fl,( t ) . 
0 




